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Series 14, Subseries 2: Books shaping the scholarly endeavors of M. Leininger

Copies are in Leininger Collection, ARC-008. Notes in [square brackets] following some listings were written by M. Leininger either on, or in a note with, the volume.


Aguirre, A., Jr., & Turner, J.H. (1998). American ethnicity: The dynamics and consequences of discrimination (2nd ed.). Boston: McGraw Hill. [“Good for the subject on American ethnicity; the latter has a more social than cultural focus. Note: does not include all American cultures, just selected ones; nothing on care and transcultural nursing; some good data on Native American culture.”]


Aswad, B.C. (1974). *Arabic speaking communities in American cities*. Staten Island, NY: Center for Migration Studies. [Aswad was a faculty colleague of mine at Wayne State Univ.. Brilliant and good teacher and writer. This is community I studied to set up a TCN clinic in 1984-85.]


Bauwens, E.E. (1978). The anthropology of health. St. Louis, MO: The C.V. Mosby Co. [“This has mainly anthropological ideas but deficient in care and transcultural nursing; no theory and research; used her anthro insights but no bridging themes [?] to nursing; some useful ideas on health”]


Beiting, R. (1990). Appalachia...a special place...a bridge of hope. Lancaster, KY: Christian Appalachian Project.


Birdwhistell, R.L. (1970). Kinesics and context: Essays on body motion communication. Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press. [“This is a classic (& early) for nursing & nurses to study; much help with studying care (& motions & communication with this book). Valuable – the key to understanding TCH; very important book.”]


Brink, Y. van den. (2000). *Transculturele familiezorg thuis. [Transcultural family care at home.]* Utrecht, Netherlands: Nederlands Instituut voor Zoorg en Welzijn. [In Dutch; includes brief introductory comment by M. Leininger in English]


Capra, F. (1982). *The turning point: Science, society, and the rising culture*. Toronto: Bantam Books. [“This was a revolutionary new look at the world and self”]


Dimond, M., & Jones, S.L. (Eds.). (1983). *Chronic illness across the life span*. Norwalk, CT: Appleton-Century-Crofts. [Dimond was my faculty member at U of Washington when I was Dean at School of Nursing]


Ehrenreich, J. (Ed.). 1978). The cultural crisis of modern medicine. New York and London: Monthly Review Press. [“An excellent book and early one to realize that culture needs to be in [?] of medicine; good material for care and transcultural nursing scholars to ponder on”]


Erikson, E.H. (1963). Childhood and society (2nd ed.). NY: W.W. Norton. [This is a “must book” to read for nurses in TCN and human caring. Author well-known. Revised and used a lot today.]


Fawcett, J. (2000). *Analysis and evaluation of contemporary nursing knowledge: Nursing models and theories*. Philadelphia: F.A. Davis. [“This book is woefully inaccurate on several theories, the descriptive concept and Leininger’s Culture Care Theory – read and find the weaknesses. She never did understand care and culture and my theory.”]

Fawcett, J., & Downs, F.S. (1986). *The relationship of theory and research*. Norwalk, CT: Appleton-Century-Crofts. [“Has value but needs more care and transcultural nursing – nothing on later - analysis theories are qualitative with scales etc.: there are better ways”]


Galanti, G-A. (1997). *Caring for patients from different cultures: Case studies from American hospitals*. (2nd ed.). Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press. [“This book is valuable as it covers several cultures in US hospitals. A bit heavy on anthro and medical, and less on care and transcultural nursing – she is anthro major with no preparation in transcultural nursing. Good friend and colleague who respects my work a lot.”]


Gearing, F.O. (1970). *The face of the fox: A book about American Indians, white men, the cultural traditions that separate them, and what can be done about their estrangement*. Chicago: Aldine Publishing. [“This is a valuable and creative book on Native American and “white man’s relation to them. A classic all nurses need to read and reflect on.”]


George, J. B. (Ed.). (1980). *Nursing theories: The base for professional nursing practice* (2nd ed.). Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall. [“Important contribution. Careful use as these are broader and more open. Leininger’s theory and care work missing and also transcultural nursing content. Good overview of many “proclaimed” theorists – are they?”]


Goodrich, A.W. (1973). *The social and ethical significance of nursing: A series of addresses* [“Reprinted on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the Yale University School of Nursing, June 1973”]


behavior, life and lifeways. Used aspects to develop my theory and study care and transcultural nursing:"


relationship between culture and depression. Fits with my Trans Cultural Mental Health Specialty’]


Langness, L.L. (1974). The study of culture. San Francisco: Chandler & Sharp. [Author was a colleague, field researcher and good friend of M.L.]


Lessa, W.A., & Vogt, E.Z. (Eds.). (1958). *Reader in comparative religion: An anthropological approach.* Evanston, IL: Row, Peterson. [“This is a wonderful scholarly book with a comparative perspective; valuable an important resource book for care and transcultural nursing scholars. Authors are top scholars in the subject.”]


LeVine, R.A. (1973). *Culture, behavior, and personality.* Chicago: Aldine Publishing. [“Excellent book I used to teach graduate courses on transcultural nursing, culture and personality, etc.. It’s like an “open learning [illegible]” with good research; used a lot to study care too; author is leader on the subject of this book.”]


Mashaba, T.G., & Brink, H.I. (Eds.). (1994). Nursing education: An international perspective. Kenwyn: South Africa: Juta & Co. / Rustica Press. [“Dr. Hilla Brink is a pioneer to get transcultural nursing into Africa. Good colleague of Leininger”]


Michigan Department of Public Health. (1988). *Minority health in Michigan: Closing the gap*. Lansing, MI: Author [pamphlet] [“Good to show what a task committee can do: unfortunately, they failed to include my work and views”]


Montague, A. (1971). *Touching: The human significance of the skin*. New York and London: Columbia University Press. [“This is a valuable, early and unique book on human touch as caring...very important for care and transcultural nursing scholars as central to nursing; good on “tender loving care”]

Moore, L.G., Van Arsdale, P.W., Glittenberg, J.E., & Aldrich, R.A. (1980). *The biocultural basis of health: Expanding views of medical anthropology*. Prospect Heights, IL: Waveland Press. [“This is primarily a medical anthro book and not transcultural or care – virtually none in here: some good materials on life cycle and humanistic aspects. Glittenberg was not prepared in transcultural nursing or care but followed anthro and medical model. Very good [illegible]: biological aspects incorporated and good but care weak”]


Munroe, R.L. (1955). *Schools of psychoanalytic thought: An exposition, critique, and attempt at integration*. NY: The Dryden Press. [Book used, a classic and definitive on p/a thought; very little on human care and culture, but this [?] state of the field – 1955. I helped change this traditional mode with transcultural nursing and care.]


O’Nell, C.W. (1976). Dreams, culture, and the individual. San Francisco: Chandler & Sharp. [a breakthrough publication on dreams and culture; very interesting]


Perrotta, L. (1996). *All you really need to know about prayer you can learn from the poor.* Ann Arbor, MI: Servant Publications [trade paper]


Reinhart, S. (1979). *On becoming a social scientist.* San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. [“This is a valuable and essential book for social scientists – and an early one 1979. Most important to study on selected research methods – P-O, Survey and Experiential Analysis. Missing are culture, transcultural nursing and care, and human sensitivity. A quantitative focus more than qualitative. Essential reading for care and transcultural nursing scholars”]


Reynolds, P.D. (1971). *A primer in theory construction.* Indianapolis, IN: Bobbs-Merrill Educational Publishing. [“Very basic book; written in 1971, use later books on subject of theories in Archives. Too much a primer; forms of theory section is helpful to know; analysis weak”]


Rogers, M.E. (1970). *An introduction to the theoretical basis of nursing*. Philadelphia: F.A. Davis. [“Her theory is difficult to use with transcultural nursing and I discussed this with her – ex. [?] Chinese and others; very good on some science views; [?] loved to debate with her”]


Romanucci-Ross, L., Moerman, D., & Tancredi, L.R. (Eds.). (1991). *The anthropology of medicine: From culture to method* (2nd ed.). New York, NY: Bergin & Garvey. [“This is an excellent book on medical anthropology by knowledgeable authors – valuable for caring and transcultural nursing scholars; good on aging an dome influences of culture (not delimiters [?]”]


Smith, R.G. (1999). In pursuit of nursing excellence: A history of the Royal College of Nursing, Australia, 1949-99. [“A nice contribution and important one. Received as gift, October 5, 2000”]


Torrey, E.F. (1972). *The mind game: Witchdoctors and psychiatrists*. NY: Bantam. [to sharpen insights about these fields and “their game”]
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